T-210
Automatic Wall Mounted Thermometer

l

Wall mounted thermometer for fast,
effective temperature screening

l

Non-contact - avoid cross infection

l

Instant audio/visual warning if
temperature high

l

Medical Devices Directive (MDD)
Approved

T-210: Our MDD Approved, high accuracy
thermometer for automatic temperature screening
Measuring Range: 32.0°C~43.0°C
Measuring Distance: 1cm - 10cm
LED Colour Indicator: Green: <37.5ºC
Red: ≥37.5ºC
Accuracy: ±0.2°C
Response Time: 1 second

Power: USB Type C lead or 18650 2000mAh lithium battery
Battery Life: Upto 6 hours or upto 300 measurements
Standby Time: Upto 6 hours
Charging Time: 3 hours
Weight: Approx 151g (without batteries)
Dimensions: 140mm x 93mm x 93mm

Automatic, non-contact
temperature screening
Check temperatures quickly and easily
With temperature checking now becoming a normal part of
life around the world, anyone entering your building can be
checked for signs of fever instantly with this automatic wall (or
optional stand) mounted non contact thermometer.
Instant temperature checks mean employers can improve health
and safety for staff and customers. Simply stand in front of the
T-210. Thanks to the in-built motion and infrared sensors, the
T-210 will instantly measure your temperature. Where prolonged
use is expected, power the T-210 from the mains using the
USB Type-C lead, provided.

MDD Approved dependability

Motion sensors/
infrared sensor

Hanging holes
(optional stand
available)

Clear, high accuracy readings
Unlike many similar devices, the T-210 is MDD Approved. This
means dependable accuracy when measuring temperature peace of mind for you. MDD Approved thermometers can also
be used for medical purposes in a medical setting.
Temperature appears on the large, clear LED display; a green
light displays if temperature is healthy; a red light and
warning beeps if temperature is high enough to suggest fever.
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Large LED
display

Alarm light (green or red
depending on temperature)

